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 ABSTRACT

Micro�uidic systems have attracted a great deal of attention  due to their upper-hand over  conventional   technologies 
stemming from their  easy  fabrication,  precise  manipulation, cost-e�ectiveness, sensitivity and simplicity.  Particularly, 
these systems have become more important  in  the �eld  of  chemical  science,  engineering  disciplines and  clinics,  as 
well as LOC (Lab on Chip)  and μTAS (micro-total-analysis-systems)  applications.  Moreover,  many  micro�uidic  devices 
owe their  success to  �uid  inertia in  the  �elds  of particle-particle  separation, s witching and  focusing.   Not  only  the 
particle’s manipulation is  accomplished  by passive methods,  but also  we have  tried  active  approached  in achieving 
versatile  separation  biological particles.   The design  of microchannel is  also another important parameter to get very 
e�cient particle  separation via  hybrid approach in  inertial micro�uidics.  Moreover, the e�ect of the curvature angle - 
which  has not  been  mentioned  in  any  formula - on  the particle-particle  separation,   is  nothing  more  than  design 
criteria. In addition, increase of the curvature angle is found to have positive e�ect on focusing quality, thus resulting in 
a more  e�cient separation.  In addition to  these,  particle-particle  interaction  in  multi-particle  is  to be  revealed and 
con�rmed by experiments.  By using physics of particle manipulation,  we also employ several designs of microchannel 
to explore sensor technology as well as to study mechanobiology of cells by micro�uidics.
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